LIVE CLASSROOM SESSIONS
TWILIGHT TEACHER CPD EVENTS
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WHAT TO EXPECT FROM PCSS
The Primary Climate Science Symposium (PCSS) is an online event for primary
teachers and pupils which will run from 1st to 11th November 2021 in parallel
with the United Nations Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26)
hosted by the UK in Glasgow.
The PCSS is an online forum for children, educators, academics and science
organisations to come together to discuss what makes effective climate
science education in primary schools. How do we teach both the science and
the solutions of climate change? How do we look after children’s emotions as
we explore these complex topics? Join the PCSS to explore these ideas.

October 2021

At PSTT, we are committed to supporting effective climate science education
for all children and we are therefore making this event available to all teachers
and schools at no cost to themselves.
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PROGRAMME
Live Classroom Sessions (LIVE)
Tue
Threats to Nature: Climate Crisis
2 Nov
Amy Ball, World Wildlife Fund
11:00 – 11:45
For 7-12 Year Olds

Can We Stop Climate Change? Yes. How Can We Do
Wed
This?
3 Nov
11:00 – 11:40 Professor Dudley Shallcross, University of Bristol
For 8-12 Year Olds

October 2021

Fri
School of Fish: Upcycle a Sculpture Shoal
5 Nov
Artist Alistair Lambert
11:00 – 11:40
For All Primary
Mon
Exploring the Importance of Biodiversity
8 Nov
Danielle Hearne, ZSL (Zoological Society of London)
11:00 – 11:45
For 7-12 Year Olds

Can We Stop Climate Change? Yes. How Can We Do
Tue
This?
9 Nov
11:00 – 11:40 Professor Dudley Shallcross, University of Bristol
For 8-12 Year Olds
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PROGRAMME
Twilight Teacher CPD Events (TW)
Mon
Keynote
1 Nov
Making Climate Conversations More Accessible and
16:00 – 17:00

Diverse

Joycelyn Longdon, Climate in Colour

October
2021
Why
Climate Psychology is Essential in Climate
Tue

Education and What to Do about It
2 Nov
16:00 – 17:00 Jo McAndrews and Caroline Hickman,
Climate Psychology Alliance

Wed
Geological Solutions to the Climate Crisis
3 Nov
Rose Want, Geological Society London
16:00 – 17:00

Explore: Urban Nature – Asking Scientific Questions
Laura Soul, Natural History Museum

Thu
Empowering Students through Co-design
4 Nov
Joe Boyle, Kate Kirkland, and Laura Copley,
16:00 – 17:00
RSPB Scotland
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PROGRAMME
Twilight Teacher CPD Events (TW)
Mon
Combatting Climate Change by Eating Seasonally
8 Nov
Michele Grimshaw, PSTT
16:00 – 17:00

Using Digital Literacy to Explore the Climate Crisis
Paul Tyler, Kirkhill Primary School and PSTT

October 2021
Panel Discussion
Tue
9 Nov
Amy Ball, World Wildlife Fund
16:00 – 17:00 Elizabeth Chambers, Royal Society
Paul Tyler, Kirkhill Primary School and PSTT
Olivia Meyonette Sweeney, Black and Green Ambassadors
Wed
Teachmeet
10 Nov
16:00 – 17:00 Share resources and ideas about climate crisis education in
primary schools
Thu
I bet you didn’t know…
11 Nov
Cutting-edge Climate Science Research Projects Can
16:00 – 17:00

be Shared with Primary Children
Dr. Alison Trew, PSTT
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SESSION SYNOPSES
Please read the synopses below to help you decide which sessions will be best
for you and your students. Here you will learn more about the sessions,
intended age groups for live events, and presenters for all sessions. Our live
sessions are 1 hour long and twilight sessions are 40 or 45 minutes long.

Monday 1st November 2021

TW

KEYNOTE
MAKING CLIMATE CONVERSATIONS MORE ACCESSIBLE AND
DIVERSE
16:00 – 17:00

October 2021

JOYCELYN LONGDON,
FOUNDER OF CLIMATE IN COLOUR
This session will explore the intersection of climate justice and
education and act as a resource to support the accessible
communication of climate change and climate justice information
to young people in a way that is empowering, honest and supportive.
Joycelyn Longdon is a 23-year-old MRes+PhD student at
Cambridge University on the Artificial Intelligence For
Environmental Risk (AI4ER) Programme researching the
applications of AI to the climate emergency. Her PhD
research will take an interdisciplinary approach, combining
machine learning, bioacoustics, forest ecology, indigenous
knowledge and sociology to investigate the role of
technology in forest conservation. She is also the founder
of Climate In Colour, an online education platform and
community for the climate curious, making climate
conversation more accessible and diverse.
“Education is an extremely important solution to many global issues and the climate crisis
is no different. I feel deeply called to teaching and learning and I want to dedicate a big
chunk of my life to using this purpose for good.” – Joycelyn Longdon
Click for The Colonial History of Climate Resource Pack, which includes links to valuable
papers, books, articles, and related definitions:
https://www.canva.com/design/DAEApw0k2OE/941DicNXnBgg8iy9KygRVg/edit
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Tuesday 2nd November 2021

LIVE

THREATS TO NATURE: CLIMATE CRISIS
11:00 – 11:45
INTENDED FOR 7-12 YEAR OLDS

October 2021
AMY BALL,
PRIMARY EDUCATION OFFICER
WORLD WILDLIFE FUND
Many of the world's greatest challenges, from poverty to wildlife
extinction, to extreme weather events, are being intensified by
climate change. But what really is the climate crisis and why is it
happening? How is current climate change affecting wildlife
around the world and how can we take action in our homes and
schools to help protect the places, animals and things we all love?
Amy is the Primary Education Officer for WWF-UK. She helps
primary students and teachers learn more about
environmental topics and issues impacting our planet,
explore and make meaningful connections with the nature
around and take action to stand up for our shared planet.
Please follow this link for free curriculum linked resources,
designed to help pupils explore environmental issues in an
engaging and motivating way:
https://www.wwf.org.uk/get-involved/schools/resources
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TW

WHY CLIMATE PSYCHOLOGY IS ESSENTIAL IN CLIMATE
EDUCATION AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT
16:00 – 17:00

JO MCANDREWS,
CAROLINE HICKMAN,
CLIMATE PSYCHOLOGY ALLIANCE
Climate education in primary school often
focusses on teaching facts and science.
However, the science needs to include
the emotions and mental health of both
pupils and teachers if we are to teach a potentially distressing subject in a safe way.
Climate psychology offers a transformative contribution to building a well researched
framework that supports children’s learning while developing emotional intelligence and
clear thinking. This session will give you theory and understanding along with practical
suggestions to make climate education more robust, resilient and even fun, supporting
adults and children to engage with climate change now and in the future.

October 2021

Jo McAndrews is an experienced training consultant, facilitator
and qualified psychotherapist. She specialises in working with
parents and families and schools, particularly around eco-anxiety
and growing resilience in the face of climate change.
Her work is informed by the current research into Interpersonal
Neurobiology and which offers fantastic insight into the needs of
children as they develop, and also into our evolved needs for
human thriving. She is particularly interested in the impact of trauma on child
development, the conditions for recovery and how to grow resilience in children, adults
and communities. She now runs LifeKind, a training organisation dedicated to this work.
Caroline is a lecturer at the University of Bath (UK),
psychotherapist and board member of the Climate Psychology
Alliance. Caroline works with schools, parent groups, youth
activist groups and as a psychotherapist with children, young
people and adults dealing with eco anxiety and distress about
the climate and biodiversity crisis.
Her qualitative research has centred on exploring children and
young people’s feelings about the climate and biodiversity crisis
for 10 years throughout the UK, Europe, Brazil, USA, Maldives, Nigeria and Bangladesh.
Her research examines eco-anxiety and distress, eco-empathy, trauma, moral injury and
the impact of climate anxiety on family relationships. She is lead researcher and author on
a 2021 quantitative global study into children and young people’s emotions and thoughts
about climate change to be published in The Lancet Planetary Health.
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Wednesday 3rd November 2021

LIVE

CAN WE STOP CLIMATE CHANGE? YES. HOW CAN WE DO THIS?
11:00-11:40
INTENDED FOR 8-12 YEAR OLDS

PROFESSOR DUDLEY SHALLCROSS,
UNIVERSTY OF BRISTOL
CEO OF PRIMARY SCIENCE TEACHING TRUST
Climate change seems inevitable, doesn’t it? Can we really do
anything about it? In this talk we will look at some real options
using current technology and how this could set us on a path to
stop climate change. Some options allow us to generate clean
energy, energy that doesn’t involve burning fossil fuels, some options help the planet to
restore levels of Greenhouse Gases back to safer levels. You may have some good ideas
of your own, or you may make some of these options even better in the future?

October 2021

“Despite the hype, the worst effects of climate change are not inevitable. We can travel
along a clean energy path that will not only be better for the planet but will be better for
many disadvantaged communities across the world.” – Dudley Shallcross
Dudley Shallcross is a Professor of Atmospheric Chemistry at the University of Bristol and
CEO of the Primary Science Teaching Trust. He has carried out research on the impacts of
climate change on natural ecosystems and found that their responses tend to off-set
climate change, emphasising the importance of preserving such systems. He has worked
with teachers and educators around the world to develop resources and materials that
empower people to understand the world around them and to use this knowledge to
improve their own interactions with the Earth system and that of humans in general.

TW

GEOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS TO THE CLIMATE CRISIS
16:00-17:00 (SHARED SESSION)

ROSE WANT,
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
When thinking of the climate crisis, geology is often associated with the fossil industry.
Yet, geology has a role to play in the solutions to the crisis. Join this session to learn how
to enrich the geology aspects of the primary curriculum with solution focussed science.
Rose Want is an Earth Science and Science Communication graduate, currently working
in the External Relations Team at the Geological Society. Rose specialises in
communicating complex geological and environmental topics to teachers, students and
fellow communicators.
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TW

EXPLORE: URBAN NATURE – ASKING SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS
16:00 – 17:00 (SHARED SESSION)

LAURA SOUL,
MANAGER OF NATIONAL LEARNING PROGRAMMES AND PARTNERSHIP
NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM, LONDON
The Natural History Museum is challenging students
across the UK to help everyone better understand the
nature around them, in our towns and cities, by asking
and investigating their own scientific questions. By taking
action through science, young people can gain a sense of agency and increased
connectedness to their local nature. In this session, we will explore the important features
of a scientific question and how to support young people to come up with their own
through outdoor learning and making observations of the biodiversity around them.

October 2021

Laura Soul is Manager of National Learning Programmes and Partnerships at the Natural
History Museum, London. She works with partner museums across the U.K. in the Real
World Science network to connect teachers and students with experts, through
curriculum linked programming that considers global issues on a local scale.

“Once young people are inspired to engage with the biodiversity around them, they are
far more likely to want to protect and enhance it.” – Doug Gurr, NHM director
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Thursday 4th November 2021

TW

EMPOWERING STUDENTS THROUGH CO-DESIGN
16:00 – 1700

JOE BOYLE,
KATE KIRKLAND,
LAURA COPLEY,
RSPB SCOTLAND
As we bring the climate and biodiversity
crises into our school activities, students
are confronted with complex,
emotionally-challenging ideas. In this session,
we consider how supporting students to develop
their own learning materials, practical activities,
and campaigns can foster a sense of agency and engage pupils more deeply with difficult
topics. Drawing on our experiences from climate, conservation, and awareness-raising
projects, we hope to inspire you to use co-design in your own practice. By working with,
through, and for young people, RSPB Scotland aims to equip pupils with the knowledge
and tools to make themselves heard.

October 2021

Joe Boyle is the Learning Officer at RSPB
Lochwinnoch Nature Reserve, working
alongside young people across Scotland
through the Education, Families & Youth
and Glasgow teams.
Kate Kirkwood is the RSPB’s Climate
Change Youth Officer, running activities in
the run-up to the UN’s COP26 climate
conference for people across Scotland.
Laura Copley is the Education, Families &
Youth Manager for RSPB Scotland, and has
long been a passionate proponent of
co-design within the organisation at
Scottish and UK levels.
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Friday 5th November 2021

LIVE

SCHOOL OF FISH: UPCYCLE A SCULPTURE SHOAL
11:00 – 11:40
INTENDED FOR ALL PRIMARY

ALISTAIR LAMBERT,
ARTIST
A simple creative sculpture project that
every pupil, teacher and parent can easily
participate in. We will explore the shapes
and anatomy of fish and how easily it is
to transform a waste product into a
shimmering skeleton. The individual
pieces made can be combined to
generate a larger collaborative artwork
that has a stunning visual effect.

October 2021

This simple making process presents a
great opportunity for individual design
and expression whilst also touching on
important themes of materials use,
pollution, biodiversity and our different
impacts on the oceans. This enjoyable process also demonstrates the importance of
creativity, both in addressing the crisis and in understanding the power of collaboration
amongst people and the rest of the natural world.
Using scissor cutting and simple design skills, artist Alistair Lambert will talk you
through the steps needed to successfully transform what is common waste into
something thought provoking and visually engaging.
The basics you will need are:
• a pair of scissors
• a felt tip pen or pencil
• a clean Tetra Pak juice or milk carton
(ideally a 1ltr. long life container which has a foil interior)
If possible also have to hand:
• a bamboo skewer
• a hammer
• nail
• stapler
• some fishing line or string
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Monday 8th November 2021

LIVE

EXPLORING THE IMPORTANCE OF BIODIVERSITY
11:00 – 11:45
INTENDED FOR 7-12 YEAR OLDS

DANIELLE HEARNE,
SENIOR LEARNING OFFICER
ZSL (ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON)
Biodiversity and climate change are increasingly closely linked. During this session – live
at an animal enclosure from ZSL Whipsnade Zoo – children will get to consider the
impacts of climate change on a range of habitats and the effects this is having on animals
within these ecosystems. They will also learn how technology and animals in the zoo are
helping their wild counterparts.

October 2021

Danielle Hearne is a Senior Learning Officer at ZSL Whipsnade Zoo. Having previously
taught in primary schools and a subject specialist in primary science, she is passionate
about inspiring and empowering pupils in taking action against the climate crisis.

TW

CLIMATE SAVING SOUP: COMBATTING CLIMATE CHANGE BY
EATING SEASONALLY
16:00 – 17:00 (SHARED SESSION)

MICHELE GRIMSHAW,
PRIMARY SCIENCE TEACHING TRUST
“YOUR FOOD ISN'T RUBBISH! Saving our food from the bin helps
slow down global warming.” – Michele Grimshaw
Reducing food waste is the third most effective way of fighting climate change. This
combined with eating seasonally and locally can really make a big impact on the world we
want to live in. This session focuses on introducing children to which vegetables grow in
this country in the different seasons. The end product is a tasty soup made from
vegetables found locally in the depths of winter.
In 2006 Michele was awarded an AstraZeneca Primary Science Teaching Award. She
started working for PSTT as the North West Area Mentor in October 2015 after teaching in
a large primary school in East Lancashire for 20 years. Her experience in this school led to
her being appointed as a Leading EAL teacher in the local authority with the main focus
being on language development through science. Michele is committed to ensuring that
children are given positive messages on what they can do to help climate change.
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TW

USING DIGITAL LITERACY TO EXPLORE THE CLIMATE CRISIS
16:00 – 17:00 (SHARED SESSION)

PAUL TYLER,
KIRKHILL PRIMARY SCHOOL AND
PRIMARY SCIENCE TEACHING TRUST
“There is no greater global issue than the Climate Crisis
and educating our young people about it is every
school’s duty.” – Paul Tyler
Digital Literacy is a very powerful tool in the primary classroom. It has the power to inform,
inspire and create an emotional connection in a way that very few media can. This makes
it the perfect way to start discussions and debate around the global Climate Crisis that is
going to dominate our children’s lives.

October 2021

In this session you will have a chance to explore some of these outstanding short films
and clips and discover ways to bring them into your classroom as a way to inspire and
inform your children.
Paul is a primary school teacher, of 14 years, and a PSTT
fellow who has always had a passion for teaching children
about all aspects of the Climate Crisis. He has created
resources for teachers, written articles and spoken at
length about the need for primary schools to be
knowledgeable in this area and to teach their children to
be curious and critical about the global response to the
Climate Crisis.
Over a number of years Paul has explored using film to
inspire children to think, question, discuss and debate
different aspects of Climate Change and Climate Justice.
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Tuesday 9th November 2021

LIVE

CAN WE STOP CLIMATE CHANGE? YES. HOW CAN WE DO THIS?
11:00 – 11:40
INTENDED FOR 8-12 YEAR OLDS

PROFESSOR DUDLEY SHALLCROSS,
UNIVERSTY OF BRISTOL
CEO OF PRIMARY SCIENCE TEACHING TRUST
Climate change seems inevitable, doesn’t it? Can we really do anything about it? In this
talk we will look at some real options using current technology and how this could set us
on a path to stop climate change. Some options allow us to generate clean energy,
energy that doesn’t involve burning fossil fuels, some options help the planet to restore
levels of Greenhouse Gases back to safer levels. You may have some good ideas of your
own, or you may make some of these options even better in the future?
*Please see page 9 for full information

October 2021

TW

PANEL DISCUSSION
GREENING YOUR CURRICULUM AND SCHOOL SYSTEMS:
HOW TO MAKE MEANINGFUL AND SUSTAINABLE CHANGE
16:00 – 17:00

Join our panellists as we have an open discussion on making our curriculum and school
systems greener for lasting sustainable change.
World Wildlife Fund, Amy Ball
Amy is the Primary Education Officer for WWF-UK. She helps
Primary students and teachers learn more about
environmental topics and issues impacting our planet,
explore and make meaningful connections with the nature
around them and take action to stand up for our shared planet.
Kirkhill Primary School and PSTT, Paul Tyler
Paul is a primary school teacher, of 14 years, and a PSTT fellow
who has always had a passion for teaching children about all
aspects of the Climate Crisis. He has created resources for
teachers, written articles and spoken at length about the need
for primary schools to be knowledgeable in this area and to
teach their children to be curious and critical about the global
response to the Climate Crisis.
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Royal Society, Elizabeth Chambers
Elizabeth is a Schools Engagement officer at the Royal Society.
She has been working in education and engagement for over
15 years and has managed a wide range of projects and events
to support science, mathematics, and computing teachers to
access the latest cutting edge science, engage with scientists
and feed into developing education policy. Elizabeth is
delighted to be able to share the Society’s newest climate
related resources and provide information about funding for
investigative projects via the Tomorrow’s climate
scientists scheme.
Black and Green Ambassadors, Olivia Meyonette Sweeney
Olivia is an environmentalist and one of Bristol’s Black and
Green Ambassadors, a project that explores the intersection
of climate and racial justice by connecting and celebrating
diverse community action for the environment. She has a
particular interest in clean air for all and is working on a
project building community solutions for clean air. As part
of this, she and two other ambassadors have a monthly
show on Ujima Radio.

October 2021

She also works as a Junior Consultant at Resource Futures,
a sustainable waste consultancy working to make it easier for people to reduce their
waste, recycle and build the circular economy. Having previously worked for Lush
Cosmetics, she learnt the valuable link between global and local planning and action, and
the balance between innovative solutions and learning/building on our culture/history.
She was named one of the Top 100 most Influential Women in Engineering by FT in 2019
and is an advocate for diversity and equity in all forms.

Wednesday 10th November 2021

TW

TEACHMEET
16:00 – 17:00

Come along and be a part of the conversation! Join us in our TeachMeet to share
resources and ideas about climate crisis education in primary schools.
Learn from fellow teachers, educators and researchers as they present their ideas about
climate crisis education in the primary classroom and beyond.
This free online event will include presentations of different lengths sharing a range of
ideas and resources which can be used with primary pupils of different ages. We will be
hearing from the Zoological Society of London, The Royal Society, award winning
teachers and Primary Science Teaching Trust staff.
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Thursday 11th November 2021

TW

I BET YOU DIDN’T KNOW… CUTTING-EDGE CLIMATE SCIENCE
RESEARCH PROJECTS CAN BE SHARED WITH PRIMARY CHILDREN
16:00 – 17:00

DR. ALISON TREW,
PRIMARY SCIENCE TEACHING TRUST
“The scientist is not a
person who gives right
answers; he is one who
asks the right questions.”
– Claude Levi-Strauss

October 2021

Cutting-edge climate
science research projects
can be linked to the primary
science curriculum and
shared with primary
children. In this session,
we will look at the PSTT’s
I bet you didn’t know... resources that focus on climate science research. We will review
some articles and Teacher Guides. These explain what climate scientists have done in
language that children can understand, suggest questions for children and teachers to
consider in the classroom, and describe investigations that children can do to mirror the
research. This resource helps children feel like scientists themselves whilst developing
their understanding of climate science issues.
Alison started her career as a biochemist and worked
for nine years on cutting-edge research projects. She
taught in primary schools in Devon for many years and
has been a Fellow of the Primary Science Teacher
College since 2014. Alison is currently PSTT’s Website
Resources Developer and has created some of PSTT’s
newest resources: I bet you didn’t know…, Subject
Leader Support, Floorbooks, Play Observe & Ask
(in EYFS) and Standing on the Shoulders of Giants.
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PLANNING YOUR PCSS
Week 1: 1st – 5th November 2021
TW

LIVE

Keynote: Making Climate Conversations More Accessible
and Diverse
Monday 1st November
16:00 – 17:00
Threats to Nature: Climate Crisis
Tuesday 2nd November
11:00 – 11:45
For 7-12 Year Olds
Why Climate Psychology is Essential in Climate Education
and What to Do about It
Tuesday 2nd November
16:00 – 17:00

October 2021
TW
LIVE

TW

Can We Stop Climate Change? Yes. How Can We Do This?
Wednesday 3rd November
11:00 – 11:40
For 8-12 Year Olds
Geological Solutions to the Climate Crisis
and
Explore: Urban Nature – Asking Scientific Questions
Wednesday 3rd November
16:00 – 17:00
Empowering Students through Co-design

TW

Thursday 4th November
16:00 – 17:00
School of Fish: Upcycle a Sculpture Shoal

LIVE

Friday 5th November
11:00 – 11:40
For All Primary
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PLANNING YOUR PCSS
Week 2: 8th – 11th November 2021
LIVE

TW

Exploring the Importance of Biodiversity
Monday 8th November
11:00 – 11:45
For 7-12 Year Olds
Combatting Climate Change by Eating Seasonally
and
Using Digital Literacy to Explore the Climate Crisis
Monday 8th November
16:00 – 17:00

October
2021
Can We Stop Climate Change? Yes. How Can We Do This?
LIVE

TW

Tuesday 9th November
11:00 – 11:40
For 8-12 Year Olds
Panel Discussion
Tuesday 9th November
16:00 – 17:00
Teachmeet

TW

Wednesday 10th November
16:00 – 17:00
I bet you didn’t know…

TW

Cutting-edge Climate Science Research Projects Can be
Shared with Primary Children
Thursday 11th November
16:00 – 17:00
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October 2021

October 2021

